
Security Solutions



Pick good 
passwords. Never 
use the default.



Remember the 
Alexa hack? 

They got in 
through weak 

passwords – one 
person used the 

default…



Hackers use 
programs called 

“Password 
Crackers” to find 

people’s 
passwords.



First password 

cracker trial:

Top 50

passwords

If yours is there:

Guessable in

> 1 second!



Numbers

1234

12345

123456

1234567

12345678

1111

111111

121212

123123

131313

2000

6969

696969

abc123

Passwords

access

hello

iwantu

letmein

master

pass

password

please

qwerty

secret

trustno1

Vulgar

biteme

*Body parts

*Swear words

*Things on 

HBO but not 

on CBC

Sports

baseball

football

golfer

hockey

soccer

yankees

Keyboard

aaaaaa

abc123

asdfgh

qwerty

Transport

camaro

corvette

Falcon

harley

mustang

porsche

ranger

Superheros

batman

superman

cowboy

Colours

orange

purple

silver

yellow

Words

dragon

falcon

monkey

phoenix

tigger

iloveyou

love

freedom

Names

*family 

names



Second password 

cracker trial:

All words in 

dictionary

475,000words.....

All guessable within 3 sec.



Third password 

cracker trial:

All English words 

with common 

letter/number 

substitutions.



Fourth password 

cracker trial:

Combinations of 

words, with and 

without 

substitions.



The CBC 
hackers 
security 

tips.





4 digit pin 
10,000 possible combinations

However,
With 20 pins, you can hack 1/4 accounts
With 61 pins, you can hack 1/3 accounts
With 556 pins, you can hack 1/2 accounts

1234

1111

0000

1212

7777

1004

2000

4444

2222

6969

9999

3333

5555

6666

1122

1313

8888

4321

2001

1010

Top 20 Pins



Last two 
digits 
of your 
PIN

00

First two digits of your PIN

99

99

A PIN Heat Map
Yellow are more frequently used,
Red less frequently,
Brown and Black rarely.

If humans were good at picked 
random passwords, there 

would be no patterns in the 
data: The heat map would look 

like this box.

http://www.datagenetics.com/blog/september32012/



Last two 
digits 
of your 
PIN

00

First two digits of your PIN

99

99

A PIN Heat Map
Yellow are more frequently used,
Red less frequently,
Brown and Black rarely.

Diagonal line,
Pairs of digits the same
1212 or 3434



Last two 
digits 
of your 
PIN

00

First two digits of your PIN

99

99

A PIN Heat Map
Yellow are more frequently used,
Red less frequently,
Brown and Black rarely.

Diagonal line,
Pairs of digits the same
1212 or 3434

Every 11 dots,
One is extra bright.
All four digits the same



Last two 
digits 
of your 
PIN

00

First two digits of your PIN

99

99

A PIN Heat Map
Yellow are more frequently used,
Red less frequently,
Brown and Black rarely.

The line starting with 
19XX,
These are people’s
birth years



Last two 
digits 
of your 
PIN

00

First two digits of your PIN

99

99

A PIN Heat Map
Yellow are more frequently used,
Red less frequently,
Brown and Black rarely.

People who have 
picked mmdd or
ddmm, significant 
dates.



Last two 
digits 
of your 
PIN

00

First two digits of your PIN

99

99

A PIN Heat Map
Yellow are more frequently used,
Red less frequently,
Brown and Black rarely.

The least common pin 
is 8068



Another good 
option is a 

virus scanner.



A virus scanner 
has a list of 

known viruses.
It scans files to 
find matches of 
the code in it’s 

virus list.



Will catch 
common 

viruses. Better 
than nothing.



For a virus 
scanner to work, 

it has to be 
regularly 
updated.



Can’t catch any 
zero-day attacks. 

Those haven’t been 
discovered yet.





A firewall scans all incoming 
internet traffic for viruses. 

It is, in effect, a virus scanner.



Security experts 
estimate that only 
10% of viruses are 

caught by virus 
scanners and 

firewalls.

Mikko Hypponen, F-secure



The Pentagon has a 
reverse scanner: Einstein. 
It only allows in files that 

are on a “good” list.





Filled with 
viruses. 

Many companies 
don’t allow you to 
use them at work 

to protect the 
servers.



Peel’s Password Rules
• Can’t contain your name
• Can’t contain your birthday
• Can’t contain an old password
• Must have a capital letter
• Must have an odd character
• Must have a number

Why so 
complicated?



Some 
companies 
don’t allow 

their employees 
to use USBs. 

Why?



Not following a Network 
Use Policy is grounds for 

immediate dismissal.



Air Gap

An Air Gap computer is 
not connected to any 

network. If it isn’t 
networked, it is secure.





Nuclear 
Missile 
Launch 
Codes



Nuclear 
Missile 
Codes

Business Secrets

Home Computer Use

Extreme Security

Moderate Security

Low Security

Risk Assessment Pyramid

Let’s analyze 
the Security 

levels.



Nuclear 
Missile 
Codes

Business Secrets

Home Computer Use

Extreme Security

Moderate Security

Low Security
If hackers get 
in, your identity 
might get 
stolen.

Risk Assessment Pyramid
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Nuclear 
Missile 
Codes
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Hackers can NOT get in or 
national security at risk

If hackers get in, business 
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If hackers get 
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Nuclear 
Missile 
Codes

Business Secrets

Home Computer Use

Extreme Security

Moderate Security

Low Security

Hackers can NOT get in or 
national security at risk

If hackers get in, business 
will lose money

If hackers get 
in, your identity 
might get 
stolen.

Risk Assessment Pyramid

Let’s analyze 
the Security 
Solutions.



Nuclear 
Missile 
Codes
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Home Computer Use

Extreme Security

Moderate Security

Low Security

Hackers can NOT get in or 
national security at risk

If hackers get in, business 
will lose money

If hackers get 
in, your identity 
might get 
stolen.

Passwords, 
Firewall, Virus 
Scanner.

Risk Assessment Pyramid
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If hackers get 
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Network Use Policy 
and better versions of all 
the previous.

Passwords, 
Firewall, Virus 
Scanner.

Risk Assessment Pyramid



Nuclear 
Missile 
Codes

Business Secrets

Home Computer Use

Extreme Security

Moderate Security

Low Security

Hackers can NOT get in or 
national security at risk

If hackers get in, business 
will lose money

If hackers get 
in, your identity 
might get 
stolen.

Air Gap System.

Network Use Policy 
and better versions of all 
the previous.

Passwords, 
Firewall, Virus 
Scanner.

Risk Assessment Pyramid



Remember:
when the internet 
was designed, they 
choose speed over 

security. 
That means that all 
security solutions 

slow down the 
internet. The more 

security you have, the 
slower the internet is.



With the case of the 
Air Gap, the internet 

isn’t just slow, you are 
no longer connected 

to it.

Air Gap 
Systems trade 

connectivity for 
extreme 
security.



password

backups

virus scanner

firewall

password

backups

virus scanner

firewall

network use policy air gap

Only 10% of viruses are caught with a virus scanner or 

firewall; however that is better than nothing!


